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HEALING—Making Whole through Sacred Triangles.  
 
One of the major and fundamental patterns and relationships inspiring and conditioning 
activities in the world and on the planet is the Triangle of relationships between and 
within energies and forces.  
 
From the great, basic and progressive triangle of Shambala, Hierarchy and humanity, 
through the (a)triangle of the Christ at the heart of hierarchy and Sanat Kumara at the 
heart of Shamballa, (b) the triangle of the three Buddhas of activity in Shamballa linked 
with the three departmental Beings in Hierarchy and (c the function of the “linking 
groups“, the Nirmanakayas, the divine contemplatives between Shambala and 
Hierarchy and the new group of world servers between Hierarchy and humanity, and 
further down the planes, reflected through the three distributing agent – the right eye, 
the throat center and the hands (TWM, pp 251-53) of the increasingly group conscious 
disciples in the three world of human endeavor —all is some triangle of activity and 
relationship.  
 
The same great patterns of triangles also underlie that vast and consciousness 
expanding science of Esoteric astrology, and the relatively, new and growing science of 
Esoteric healing. In Esoteric Healing is found the application of a great triangle of 
relationship: That between the Soul, radiatory and magnetic techniques of healing.  
 
 
We may say that as we build the triangles of radiant light and goodwill, we are 
responding  to the Sound, very faintly perhaps, from monadic sources through the 
spiritual Triad which we truly are in essence.Here again we faced with a profound 
integrating and therefor healing triangle of relationship.Could the Spiritual Triad be a 
distant source of inspiration in our triangle activity—a significant aspect of this 
seemingly simple work. 
 
In all of these activities the unifying theme is relationships,— the burning fire which is  
essential love—the consciousness  of God—that through which the above and below 
are approximated according to the purpose of the one life  and the work we are doing in 
the triangles work, decades after decades all go into the accelerating the achievement 
of this great right relationships and this is what constitutes Healing—the right 
relationships which is the effective ordering of things below and things above, the 
impelling of directing energies dispelling, dissipating and dispersing the t illusion, 
glamour and mania respectively so that the triadal energies of atma, buddhi and manas 
are substituted for the substance of the lower threefold worlds and then all that is 
fragmentated are made whole.  
Love, the consciousness of Divinity is inherently whole. The inherent light of wholeness 
evokes the recognition of separateness, divisions, fragmentations and discord and this 
recognition engenders those processes that then lead to healing.  
 



Today this twin activity of wholeness is instigating  a harmony through conflict in every 
aspect of life -- in politics, economics, trade, international relations, education, health 
“state of social insecurity”, the realm of the three lower kingdoms-- animals, plants and 
minerals and the environment.  
 
We must seek this wholesome attitude and qualify the creative techniques of triangles 
with a sense of the whole, for the significant point/idea is this: That, it is the quality of 
wholeness which is truly the essence of the sacred. And when we qualify the creative 
triangles, being built, with the sense of wholeness the radiant triangles and our creative 
endeavors become sacred.  
 
So today, On this 15th of October 2018, the question may be asked that how are we all 
confronted by wholeness? in other words, how are we understanding and working with 
wholeness in our triangles work?  
 
Among the many ways of approach is the response to the call for steadfast stewardship 
of the earth and all that therein, which consists in establishing right relationships 
(healing) with, and between Shamballa, Hierarchy and humanity by simultaneously 
relating responsibly to/with the three lower kingdoms—the animal, plant and mineral 
kingdoms, so that “Thy will be done on Earth…”.Thus do we heal the planet through the  
sacred triangles of radiant light. 
  
 
 
 

 


